
CNT 4704: Computer Networking 
Mid-Term Exam 

 
Oct. 28, 2015 

 
 
Instructions: 
 
• The exam is open everything, including books, notes, and computers. 
 
• The total number of points for each question is given in parenthesis. There are 100 points 

total.   
 
• Show all your work.  Partial credit is possible for an incorrect answer, but only if you show 

some correct intermediate steps in obtaining the answer. 
 
 
Affidavit: 
 
I certify that I have finished this exam solely by myself 
without any discussion or help from any other persons. 
 
 
 
Student Name: 
 
PID:  



Question 1: Knowledge questions (20points) 
 
Answer each of the following questions briefly, i.e., in at most a few sentences. 
 
a). What is the major differences between TCP and UDP? Why DNS usually uses UDP instead 
of TCP for its service? 
 
b). According to the course’s textbook, how many layers are included in the Internet (give their 
names too)? Give one example of application, or protocol, or device, that corresponding to each 
layer. 
 
c). What does “TTL” mean? What is the usage of TTL in DNS resource record? What is the 
usage of TTL in packet IP header?  
 
d). Suppose a web server has 2 ongoing TCP connections.  How many server-side sockets are 
used?  How many server-side port numbers are used? (Hint: remember the server implements 
fork() as introduced in lectures) 
 
e). What is the standard size of a TCP header? What is the standard size of a UDP header? What 
fields exist in both TCP header and UDP header? 
 
f). Comparing the transmission efficiency of the three MAC protocol, slotted ALOHA, pure 
ALOHA, CSMA/CD, which one has the highest efficiency? Which one has the lowest efficiency? 
 
Question 2: TCP protocol (20 points) 
 
Suppose the TCP packet transmission between host A and host B (or a client and a server) follow 
the following scenarios, fill in the missing sequence number and ack number (for the TCP 
connection setup scenario, fill in the TCP packet flag value as well). 
 

                    
 TCP seq/ack number                                             TCP connection setup (Flag 
                                                                         are the values used in TCP packet header flag field) 



Question 3: Packet checksum and CRC calculation (20 points) 
 
1). Suppose a packet contains four 16-bit data, which are represented by hexadecimal format as 
0xFF35, 0xDB4D, 0x951C, 0xA999.  Compute the checksum for this packet.  Show all your 
work.   
 
2). For the data D = “01100110”, the divisor G = “10011”, what is the CRC code R? 
 
 
 
 
Question 4: DNS service (20 points) 
 

Suppose you want to email a reporter called ‘Alice’ in National Public Radio. Her email address 
is alice@npr.org. Now you are curious how NPR’s email works. You can log in to Eustis or 
Eustis2 Linux machines in our department (or use your own Linux machine), then run “dig” 
command. Please try to find answers to the following questions: 

(1). What is the domain name of the email server used by @npr.org? please show the dig 
command line you are using. 

(2). What are the IP addresses of the NPR’s email server? (it has more than one IP address) 
please show the dig command line you are using. 

mailto:alice@npr.org


 
Question 5: Wireshark Packet Monitoring (20 points) 
 
This question tests your ability to analyze Wireshark packet capturing file. On Webcourse the midterm 
assignment tab, it provides a Wireshark trace file “wireshar.trace”. It is one trace file provided by Drs. 
Paxson/Wagner in UC Berkeley in their course “CS161: computer security” in Spring 2010: 
http://www-inst.eecs.berkeley.edu/~cs161/sp10/projects/proj2.pdf 
 
Please download it and open it by Wireshark by using Wireshark menu “File””Open…”.  Then answer 
the following questions. 
 
(1). There are several DNS servers that have been queried by various clients in this packet capturing file. 
Please show the IP addresses of these DNS servers. 
 
(2). find the web server running the oldest version of Apache. (Apache is the most widely used web server 
program on the Internet.) Don’t count “Apache-Coyote” as “Apache”; also, ignore any servers that don’t 
specify their version. Show the server’s IP address, and then show the SCREENSHOT image of the 
wireshark window when you select a particular packet showing this server’s HTTP packet that contains 
the Apache’s version information, like the following example shows one packet that contains HTTP 
information of “Server: Apache/1.3.29”: 
 

 
 
 

http://www-inst.eecs.berkeley.edu/%7Ecs161/sp10/projects/proj2.pdf

